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To inspire you!



❑Pierre de Coubertin was the 
first Olympic entrepreneur to 
establish the International 
Olympic Committee focused 
on innovation and technology 

❑In 1905 he granted the first 
Olympic Diploma to Santos 
Dumont, the Brazilian pioneer of 
sport and technology



❑Agenda 2020 -
encourage the 
cultivation of values-
led education that can 
lead to innovation and 
technology

❑Coronavirus pandemic



Recommendation 3 - Reduce the cost –

(highlights preference for electronic

documents)

Publication of the Candidature File to be in electronic format only.

Recommendation 4 - Include

sustainability

Develop a sustainability strategy to enable potential and actual Olympic

Games organizers to integrate and implement sustainability measures

that encompass economic, social and environmental spheres.

Recommendation 5 - Include

sustainability within the Olympic

Movement’s daily operations

Providing mechanisms to ensure the exchange of information between

Olympic stakeholders.

Recommendation 22 - Spread Olympic

values-based education

The IOC to devise an electronic platform to share Olympic values-based

education programs of different NOCs and other organizations.

The IOC to identify and support initiatives that can help spread the

Olympic values.

Recommendation 23 - Engage with

communities

1. Create a virtual hub for athletes. 2. Create a virtual club of volunteers.

3. Engage with the general public. 4. Engage with youth.

Recommendation 26 - Further blend sport

and culture

Study an “Olympic Museum on the move” concept to introduce Olympic

culture to the general public.

Study how to develop an impactful program to engage a steady and

authentic interaction with global cultural players and build a dynamic

legacy.



❑The New Norm: a package of 118 ambitious reforms 

❑Procedures plus Values



❑ New approaches to technological developments, taking into account
future advances of the Olympic Studies.

❑ Olympic Agenda 2020 and The New Norm updated by the technology.

❑ Combination of people, tools and process.



❑ The state of the art of ECOSYSTEM, i. e. a digital assemblage of diverse elements with 
mutual relationships interacting people, organizations and nature equally sharing the 
available resources.

❑ Digitalization of life, of sport activities and of management - ECOSYSTEM and INNOVATION. 

❑ STARTUP initiatives: new business or an emergent institution with mentally of innovating 
to solve update problems. 



❑The challenges facing
Olympic Agenda 2020 and the New
Norm

❑Renovation of the IOA as well as
all Olympic Studies Centres -
ecosystem-based initiatives in
agreement with the overall
development of technology

❑ Launch the ebook - free access
to IOA international followers



Digital technology

Low fixed costs

Bold Strategy
Private, University & Gov’t incubation
Mentorship & Networking

Focus on: 

Ecosystem

Innovation



According to the ebook in Brazil there are 
150 Sport Tech Startups

Games, Tournaments & Events management
Training& Physical Activities Management
Sport Services
Connections & Opportunity Search
Gyms, Boxing & Facilities Management 
Sport Performances & Control
Digital Content Management & Streaming
Management of Clubs & Marketing Projects
Data Science & Artificial Intelligence
Marketplace
Sports Betting 
Blockchain & Financial Services 



eMuseum of Sports
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Triple helix model (Etzkowitz,2009):
Universities, Companies and Government entities.





1. To rescue and preserve the memory of sport, operating with innovative technologies;

2. To gather in just one place all of collected memories of sport;

3. To support partners to create their own virtual gallery;

4. To create a connectivity platform for the engagement of athletes, collectors and fans;

5. To promote a network of exchange with private and public institutions, from Brazil and abroad (memory of sport);

6. To publish international eBooks with the memory of main exhibitions with additional texts from invited authors;

7. To organize international expositions with collaborators from all continents.

Video



Call to action/ 
Working groups

IOA at the eMuseum of Sports

All the countries 
represented



I'm inviting you in my call-to-action to showcase your
country within this emuseum

Let’s collaborate and think about how we can leave our mark in 
history with this IOA seminar

How you can spread your sport's culture in Brazil and everywhere 
in one Sport voice

Since we have many different countries together in one
place, I ask you How can we speak in one sport voice?
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Wake up the Entrepreneur within you!
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